The effect of additive hyaluronic acid on animal joints with experimentally reduced lubricating ability.
A series of in vitro experiments demonstrated a clear effect of additive hyaluronic acid (HA) on animal joints with experimentally reduced lubricating ability. Eleven canine hip joints were utilized and the experimental conditions tested were: i) intact joints, ii) after washing the joint surfaces, and iii) after adding 1% HA to them. The frictional coefficient of every joint increased after washing and subsequently decreased after adding HA. The mean values were 0.007 (SD 0.004) on the intact joints, 0.020 (SD 0.009) after washing, and 0.013 (SD 0.005) after the addition of HA. The differences between the three values of frictional coefficients were shown to be statistically significant (p < 0.01).